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Abstract

Software startup companies develop innovative, software-intensive products within limited time
frames and with few resources, searching for sustainable and scalable business models. Software
startups are quite distinct from traditional mature software companies, but also from micro-,
small-, and medium-sized enterprises, introducing new challenges relevant for software engineering
research. This paper’s research agenda focuses on software engineering in startups, identifying,
in particular, 70+ research questions in the areas of supporting startup engineering activities,
startup evolution models and patterns, ecosystems and innovation hubs, human aspects in soft-
ware startups, applying startup concepts in non-startup environments, and methodologies and
theories for startup research. We connect and motivate this research agenda with past studies
in software startup research, while pointing out possible future directions. While all authors of
this research agenda have their main background in Software Engineering or Computer Science,
their interest in software startups broadens the perspective to the challenges, but also to the
opportunities that emerge from multi-disciplinary research. Our audience is therefore primarily
software engineering researchers, even though we aim at stimulating collaborations and research
that crosses disciplinary boundaries. We believe that with this research agenda we cover a wide
spectrum of the software startup industry current needs.

1. Introduction

Researchers are naturally drawn to complex phenomena that challenge their understanding of the
world. Software startup companies are an intriguing phenomenon, because they develop innova-
tive software-intensive1 products under time constraints and with a lack of resources [142], and
constantly search for sustainable and scalable business models. Over the past few years, software
startups have garnered increased research interest in the Software Engineering (SE) community.

While one could argue that software startups represent an exceptional case of how software
products are developed and brought to the market, several factors suggest a broader impact. From
an economical perspective, startups contribute considerably to overall wealth and progress by cre-
ating jobs and innovation [3]. Digital software startups2 are responsible for an astonishing variety
of services and products [165]. In the farming sector, venture investment in so-called “AgTech”
start-ups reached $2.06 billion in just the first half of 2015; this figure neared the $2.36 billion raised
during the whole of 2014 [184]. From an innovation perspective, startups often pave the way for the
introduction of even more new and disruptive innovations [158]. Kickstarter is changing the retail
and finance industries, Spotify is offering a new way to listen to and purchase music, and Airbnb
is reinventing the hospitality industry [153]. From an engineering perspective, startups must inven-
tively apply existing knowledge in order to open up unexpected avenues for improvement [68]; e.g.,
they must provide education for full stack engineers, develop techniques for continuous lightweight
requirements engineering, or develop strategies to control technical debt.

Despite these promising conditions, software startups face challenges to survival, even in contexts
where they play a key role in developing new technology and markets, such as cloud computing [167].
These challenges may arise because, while developing a product can be easy, selling it can be quite

1 ISO 42010:2011 [2] defines software-intensive systems as “any system where software contributes essential
influences to the design, construction, deployment, and evolution of the system as a whole” to encompass “individual
applications, systems in the traditional sense, subsystems, systems of systems, product lines, product families, whole
enterprises, and other aggregations of interest”.

2 In our article, digital startups refer specifically to startups in which the business value of the solution is created
by means of software [131].
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difficult [166]. Software startups face other challenges, such as developing cutting-edge products,
acquiring paying customers, and building entrepreneurial teams [67]. Such diverse factors underscore
the need to conduct research on software startups, which will benefit both scholarly communities
and startup leaders.

This paper’s research agenda is driven by past and current work on software startups. We outline
the various research tracks to provide a snapshot of ongoing work and to preview future research,
creating a platform for identifying collaborations with both research and startup environments
and ecosystems. This effort is not a one-way path. We have therefore founded a research network,
the Software Startup Research Network (SSRN)3, which enables interactions and collaborations
among researchers and interested startups. SSRN envisions to: (1) spread novel research findings
in the context of software startups; and (2) inform entrepreneurs with necessary knowledge, tools
and methods that minimize threats and maximize opportunities for success. As part of the network
initiatives, an International Workshop of Software Startups was established in 2015. The first edition
of the workshop was held in Bolzano4 (Italy) in 2015, and the second took place in Trondheim5

(Norway) in 2016. This paper provides a research agenda based on the activities carried out by the
researchers in the network.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After we clarify the meaning of software startup
and what we know about software startups from prior research in the Background section, Section 3
introduces the research topics on software startups, organized under six main tracks that we have
either investigated or envision investigating in the future. Wherever possible, each topic is illustrated
and motivated by previous studies. Section 4 highlights the implications of these main tracks for
future research. The paper concludes with Section 5, which points out future actions that can
establish and consolidate software startups as a research area.

2. Background

2.1. What is a Software Startup?

To understand software startups, we must first clarify what a startup is. According to Ries [148], a
startup is a human institution designed to create a new product/service under conditions of extreme
uncertainty. Similarly, Blank [10] describes a startup as a temporary organization that creates
high-tech innovative products and has no prior operating history. These definitions distinguish
startups from established organizations that have more resources and already command a mature
market. In addition, Blank [10, 12] defines a startup as a temporary organization that seeks a
scalable, repeatable, and profitable business model, and therefore aims to grow. Blank’s definition
highlights the difference between a startup and a small business, which does not necessarily intend
to grow, and consequently lacks a scalable business model.

Even though sharing common characteristics with other types of startups, such as resource
scarcity and a lack of operational history, software startups are often caught up in the wave of tech-
nological change frequently happening in software industry, such as new computing and network
technologies, and an increasing variety of computing devices. They also need to use cutting-edge
tools and techniques to develop innovative software products and services [161]. All these make soft-
ware startups challenging endeavours and meanwhile fascinating research phenomena for software
engineering researchers and those from related disciplines.

3 https://softwarestartups.org
4 http://ssu2015.inf.unibz.it/
5 https://iwssublog.wordpress.com/
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In 1994, Carmel first introduced the term software startup, or, to be more precise, software
package startup, in SE literature [22]. Carmel [22] argued that software was increasingly becoming
a fully realized product. Since then, other researchers have offered their own definitions of software
startup. Sutton [161] considers software startups as organizations that are challenged by limited
resources, immaturity, multiple influences, vibrant technologies, and turbulent markets. Hilmola et
al. [79] claim that most software startups are product-oriented and develop cutting edge software
products. Coleman and Connor [31] describe software startups as unique companies that develop
software through various processes and without a prescriptive methodology.

Currently, there is no consensus on the definition of software startup, even though many share
an understanding that software startups deal with uncertain conditions, grow quickly, develop
innovative products, and aim for scalability. Different definitions emphasize distinct aspects, and
consequently may have varying implications for how studies that adopt them should be designed,
e.g., who qualifies as study subjects, or which factor is worth exploring. For this reason, despite the
lack of a single agreed-upon definition of software startup, it is important and recommended that
researchers provide an explicit characterization of the software startups they study in their work.
The research track in Section 3.1.1 is dedicated to develop a software startup context model that
would allow for such a characterization.

2.2. What are the Major Challenges of Software Startups?

Software startups are challenging endeavours, due to their nature as newly created companies
operating in uncertain markets and working with cutting edge technology. Giardino et al. [69]
highlight software startups’ main challenges as: their lack of resources, that they are highly reactive,
that they are by definition a new company, that they are comprised of small teams with little
experience, their reliance on a single product and innovation, and their conditions of uncertainty,
rapid evolution, time pressure, third-party dependency, high risk, and dependency (they are not
self-sustained). Further, Giardino et al. [67] apply the MacMillan et al. [122] framework in the
software startup context, categorizing the key challenges faced by early stage software startups into
four holistic dimensions: product, finance, market, and team. The findings of Giardino et al. [67]
reveal that thriving in technological uncertainty and acquiring the first paying customer are the
top key challenges faced by many startups. In another study, Giardino et al. [70] discover that
inconsistency between managerial strategies and execution could lead to startup failure.

Although research exists on the challenges software startups face, there is no study dedicated
to their success factors. Block and Macmillan’s [14] study highlights the success factors for any
new business, including generating ideas to complete product testing, completing a prototype, and
consistently re-designing or making amendments. Researchers have yet to explore these general
factors’ applicability to the specific software startup context.

2.3. What do We Know about Software Engineering in Software Startups?

Software development comprises a software startup’s core activity. However, some initial research
studies report a lack of software engineering activities in software startups. A systematic map-
ping study conducted by Paternoster et al. [142] allows us to start understanding how software
startups perform software development. The study reveals that software requirements are often
market driven and are not very well documented. Software development practices are only par-
tially adopted; instead, pair programming and code refactoring sessions supported by ad-hoc code
metrics are common practices. Testing is sometimes outsourced or conducted through customer ac-
ceptance and focus groups, and team members are empowered and encouraged to adapt to several
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Figure 1. Overview of the Software Startup Research Agenda

roles. Similarly, Giardino et al. [69] highlight the most common development practices that have
been used in software startup companies, such as: using well-known frameworks to quickly change
the product according to market needs, evolutionary prototyping and experimenting via existing
components, ongoing customer acceptance through early adopters’ focus groups, continuous value
delivery, focusing on core functionalities that engage paying customers, empowerment of teams to
influence final outcomes, employing metrics to quickly learn from consumers’ feedback and demand,
and engaging easy-to-implement tools to facilitate product development.

Although a few studies provide snapshots of software engineering practices in software star-
tups [106, 68], the state of the art presented in literature is not enough to base an understanding
of how software engineering practices could help software startups. Researchers must build a more
comprehensive, empirical knowledge base in order to support forthcoming software startups. The
research agenda presented in this paper intends to inspire and facilitate researchers interested in
software startup related topics to start building such knowledge base.

3. Research Agenda

The Software Startup Research Agenda, initialized in June 2015, was developed by a network of
researchers interested in studying the startup phenomenon from different angles and perspectives.
This variety of research interests not only opens up new avenues for collaboration, but also sheds
light on the complexity of the studied phenomenon. Initially, ten researchers created a mind map
of different research areas, aiming to provide an overview of software startup research areas and
how they connect to each other. Over a period of six months, more researchers joined the network,
added their research tracks, and continuously expanded the map. A working session with twenty
researchers at the 1st workshop on software startup research in December 2015 was devoted at
discussing the identified areas and finding potential interest overlaps among the participants. After
this meeting, the authors of this paper prepared eighteen research track descriptions according to
the following pattern: background of the area, motivation and relevance for software engineering
in startups, research questions, potential impact of answering these research questions on practice
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and research, potential research methodologies that can be employed to answer the proposed re-
search questions, and related past or ongoing work. Most of the authors interacted in the past or
are currently active as advisory board members, mentors, founders or team members of software
startups.

The leading authors of this paper grouped the eighteen research tracks into six major clusters,
based on the thematic similarities and differences of the tracks. While this grouping is one of the
several possible ways to create the clusters, it served the purpose to ease the presentation and
discussion of the research agenda, shown in Figure 1. Supporting Startup Engineering Activities
(Section 3.1) encompasses research foci that address specific software engineering challenges en-
countered by startup companies. Startup Evolution Models and Patterns (Section 3.2) focuses on
the progression of startups over time, trying to understand the underlying mechanics that drive
a company towards success or failure. Human Aspects in Software Startups (Section 3.3) covers
research tracks that investigate factors related to the actors involved in startups. The research
on Applying Startup Concepts in Non-Startup Environments (Section 3.4) seeks to strengthen
innovation by extracting successful software startup practices and integrating them in traditional
environments. Startup Ecosystems and Innovation Hubs (Section 3.5), on the other hand, investi-
gates whether and how a thriving environment for software startups can be designed. Finally, all of
these areas are connected by research tracks that develop methodologies and theories for software
startup research (Section 3.6).

Figure 1’s illustration of the research agenda includes reference to research areas outside this
paper’s current scope. Marketing and Business and Economic Development are directions that
are likely relevant for the performance of software startups. These and other areas may be added
to the research agenda in later editions when more evidence exists regarding whether and how
they interact with software startup engineering, i.e. the “use of scientific, engineering, managerial
and systematic approaches with the aim of successfully developing software systems in startup
companies” [68].

3.1. Supporting Startup Engineering Activities

The research tracks in this cluster share the theme of studying, identifying, transferring, and eval-
uating processes, methods, framework, models, and tools aimed at supporting software startup
engineering activities.

3.1.1. The context of software intensive product engineering in startups

Rapid development technologies have enabled small companies to quickly build and launch software-
intensive products with few resources. Many of these attempts fail due to market conditions, team
breakup, depletion of resources, or a bad product idea. However, the role of software engineering
practices in startups and their impact on product success has not yet been explored in depth.
Inadequacies in applying engineering practices could be a significant contributing factor to startup
failure.

Studies show that startups use ad-hoc engineering practices or attempt to adopt practices from
agile approaches [187, 105]. However, such practices often focus on issues present in larger companies
and neglect startup-specific challenges. For example, Yau and Murphy [187] report that test-driven
development and pair programming provide increased software quality at an expense of cost and
time. Also keeping to a strict backlog may hinder innovation. Since neglecting engineering challenges
can lead to sub-optimal product quality and generate waste, engineering practices specific to the
startup context are needed. The overarching questions in this research track are:
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– RQ1: To what degree is the actual engineering a critical success factor for startups?
– RQ2: How can the startup context be defined such that informed decisions on engineering

choices can be made?
– RQ3: What engineering practices, processes and methods/models are used today, and do they

work in a startup context?
An answer to RQ1 could help practitioners to decide on what activities to focus on and prioritize

allocation of resources. Several studies, e.g Paternoster et al. [142], Giardino et al. [67] and Sut-
ton [161], emphasize the differences between established companies and startups, noting that star-
tups are defined by limited resources and dynamic technologies. However, these characterizations
are not granular enough to support a comparison of engineering contexts in different companies,
making the transfer of practices from company to company difficult [144]. Thus, understanding
the engineering context of startups (RQ2) is an important milestone in developing startup context
specific engineering practices (RQ3). While there exists work that provides systematic context clas-
sifications for the field of software engineering in general [144, 27, 47, 101, 100], these models are not
validated and adapted for use within startups. The work in this research track aims to develop such
a software startup context model by analysing data from startup experience reports [106]. Provided
that engineering contexts among startups and established companies can be compared at a fine level
of detail, the context model can be used to identify candidate practices. Moreover, researchers can
develop decision support by mapping specific challenges with useful practices, thereby validating
the model and helping practitioners select a set engineering practices for their specific context and
set of challenges.

3.1.2. Technical debt management

The software market changes rapidly. As discussed by Feng et al. [59], in fast changing environments,
the product management focus evolves from the more traditional cost or quality orientation to
a time orientation. New product development speed is increasingly important for organizations,
and a commonly shared belief is that time-to-market of new products can build a competitive
advantage [59]. In the software startup context, it may be vital to be the first to market in order
to obtain customers. Since software startups also lack resources, quality assurance is often largely
absent [142]. However, long-term problems will only be relevant if the product obtains customers
in the short term [168]. This short-term vision may produce software code that is low-quality and
difficult to change, compelling the company to invest all of its efforts into keeping the system
running, rather than increasing its value by adding new capabilities [168]. Scaling-up the system
may become an obstacle, which will prevent the company from gaining new customers. Finding
a viable trade-off between time-to-market demands and evolution needs is thus vital for software
startups.

One promising approach to performing such a trade-off is technical debt management. Technical
debt management consists of identifying the sources of extra costs in software maintenance and
analysing when it is profitable to invest effort into improving a software system [168]. Hence,
technical debt management could assist startups in making decisions on when and what to focus
effort on in product development. Technical debt management entails identifying the technical debt
sources, the impact estimation of the problems detected, and the decision process on whether it
is profitable to invest effort in solving the detected sources of technical debt [60, 116]. Only those
sources of technical debt that provide return on investment should be resolved. More importantly,
technical debt should be managed during project development [119] in order to control the internal
quality of the developed software. Several research questions need to be answered to successfully
manage technical debt in this way:
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– RQ1: What kind of evolution problems are relevant in the software startup context? How can
we identify them?

– RQ2: How can we prioritize the possible improvements/changes in the context of software
startups?

– RQ3. What factors beyond time-to-market and resource availability must be considered in
trade-offs?

– RQ4: How can we make decisions about when to implement the improvements/changes within
the software startup roadmap?

– RQ5: How can we provide agility to technical debt management, necessary in an environment
plenty of uncertainty and changes?

Answering these questions will impact on both practitioners and researchers focused on software
startups. Practitioners will be able to make better decisions considering the characteristics of the
current software product implementation. The current implementation could make it impossible to
reach a deadline (time to market), because of the complexity of the changes to perform to implement
a new feature, assuming a given amount (and qualifications) of effort to be deployed. Furthermore,
it will be also possible to decide between two alternative implementations, with different costs,
but also with different potential for the future, assuming that the “future” has been previously
outlined. For researchers, answering these questions could help clarify the role of design decisions
in software development in the context of a software product roadmap, similarly to what happens
in other engineering disciplines.

Technical debt is context dependent since quality tradeoffs are context dependent [154]. While
technical debt is as important to software startups as it is to mature companies, the kind of decisions
to take and the consequences of making the wrong decisions are not the same, justifying research
on technical debt specifically in software startups.

In general, there is a lack of specific studies on technical debt management in software startups,
and current literature reviews on technical debt management do not address this topic [60, 116].
Moreover, there are several specific challenges to managing technical debt that are of special rel-
evance for software startups. For one, very few studies address how to prioritize improvements to
solve technical debt problems, especially for commercial software development [116]. In addition,
technical debt management literature often refers to time-to-market, but very few studies actually
address it [60], perhaps because it is a topic that straddles engineering and economics.

3.1.3. Software product innovation assessment

Startup companies strive to create innovative products. For firms in general, and software startups
in particular, it is critical to know as soon as possible if a product aligns with the market, or
whether they can increase their chances to lead the market and recruit the highest possible number
of customers [91].

The need to invest in infrastructures to measure the impact of innovation in software was
highlighted by OECD [120], and more recently by Edison et al. [50]. These measures will enable
companies to assess the impact of innovation factors and achieve the expected business goals, as
well as to improve the understanding of success yield high returns on investments in the innovation
process [120]. Product innovation assessment is thus very relevant for product developers, and
especially for startups, which are more sensitive to market reactions. Product innovation assessment
is complex, particularly for software products [58].

Product innovation assessment is reported in literature as the combination of a number of
multi-dimensional factors impacting the success or failure of a software product [38]. Factor’s mea-
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sures intend to engage people in the innovation process to think more deeply about factors affecting
product innovation. Factors such as time-to-market, perceived value, technology route, incremen-
tal product, product liability, risk distribution, competitive environment, life cycle of product, or
strength of market could be grouped into dimensions like market, organization, environment, or any
other terms of impact on the market and business drivers [5]. These factors can act as innovation
enablers or blockers [35].

Since these factors are not always independent, it is critical to identify the existing dependencies
and gain a better understanding of each factor’s impact. It would be necessary to relate these
factors to characteristics specific to software products, such as, but not limited to, software quality
attributes proposed by ISO/IEC [1].

There is a lack of specific literature on software product innovation assessment; most of the past
research refers to products in general, and not specifically to software products [186, 50], leading
to the following research questions:
– RQ1: What should be the components of a software product innovation assessment/estimation

model?
– RQ2: What factors can help measure innovation from a software product and a market perspec-

tive?
– RQ3: To what extent are factors that can help measure innovation dependent on the software

product and the market perspective?
– RQ4: What is the relation between software product innovation factors and quality factors?
– RQ5: What kind of tools for software product innovation estimation could support software

startups in decision making?

While innovation has been widely studied from the process perspective, the product perspective,
by nature, has been addressed mainly from the viewpoint of specific products and industries.
However, software products are different compared to other kinds of products [145] and innovations
in the software industry happen fast. Hence, answers to RQ1-RQ4 would provide a fundamental
understanding on software product innovation assessment and be beneficial for both researchers and
practitioners. Software startups need to be fast and spend resources in an efficient way. Therefore,
to be able to estimate existing products or design new products, considering those characteristics
that experience shows that are relevant from an innovation point of view, can be essential for
software startups to develop successful products (RQ5).

3.1.4. Empirical prototype engineering

Startups often start with a prototype, which serves as a form to validate either a new technology
or knowledge about targeted customers [142]. Traditionally, prototyping implies a quick and eco-
nomic approach to determining final products [118, 7, 156]. Defined as a concrete representation
of part or all of an interactive system, prototypes has been intensively researched and used in
Software Engineering, with well-developed taxonomies, such as horizontal and vertical, low-fidelity
and high-fidelity prototypes [156]. The strategy of developing a prototype can greatly vary due to
a great variety of prototype types, their development efforts and value they can produce.

While much about prototyping techniques can be learnt from the SE body of knowledge, the
discussion about prototyping in the context of business development process is rare. Recent work
on startup methodologies, such as Lean Startup [148] and Design Thinking [19] emphasizes the
adoption of prototypes to increase chances of success through validated learning. Alternatively,
startup prototypes need to be developed to satisfactorily serve their purposes, i.e. technical fea-
sibility test, demonstration to early customers, and fund raising. We argue that the prevalent
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Software Engineering practices used by startups to develop their first product inefficiently integrate
into startups’ dynamic contexts. Hence we call for research in understanding the development and
usage of prototypes in startup contexts:

– RQ1: How can prototyping be used to maximize learning experience?
– RQ2: How can prototyping be used for optimization?
– RQ3: How can prototyping be used to support communication with external stakeholders?
– RQ4: How do prototypes evolve under the multiple influences of startups’ stakeholders?

Early stage startups are lacking actionable guidelines for making effective prototypes that can serve
multiple purposes. We believe that many startups will economically and strategically benefit by
having proper practices in prototyping, such as technology evaluation (RQ1), strategic planning
(RQ2) and customer involvement (RQ3).

To understand prototype development and its usage in startups, i.e. answering the first three
research questions, exploratory case studies can be conducted. Cases would be selected to cover
different types of startup prototypes at different phase of startup progress. A large-scale survey can
be used to understand the prototype usage patterns, i.e. answering RQ4.

Despite an increasing body of knowledge on software startups [142], empirical research on proto-
typing processes and practices are rare. A few studies have investigated the adoption of software pro-
totypes in combination with Design Thinking [53] and proposed prototyping techniques [136, 53, 73].
However, these studies rely on a very limited number of cases. Moreover, different constraints on
prototyping decisions are often neglected. Future work can address antecedence factors, i.e. the
involvement of lead-users, available human resources, and technological push, and how they impact
prototyping strategies and usages in different startup contexts [137].

3.1.5. Risk Management Tools for Software Startups

The management of risk, namely the risk of failing to meet one’s goals within given constraints in
budget and/or time, is of paramount importance in every human activity. In the context of software
startups, risk management looks unconventional, because startups naturally involve a much higher
risk than traditional businesses. Yet, perhaps even more so than in traditional contexts, evaluating
and managing risk in the software startup context might be a key factor for success.

Risk factors can be identified as a check-list of the incidents or challenges to face. Each of
them could be categorized and prioritized according to its probability and the impact level of its
consequences. This research track aims to study, model, and quantify various aspects related to risk
management in software startups, with the goal of providing tools, based on process simulation,
that control risk. Being able to efficiently model and simulate the startup process and its dynamics,
would support startups in timely decision making. While numerous other approaches to risk control
exist [146], we have found in our previous work [30, 34] that process simulations can be effective in
risk management. Therefore, the overarching questions in this research track are:

– RQ1: To what extent do software startups explicitly manage risk?
– RQ2: To what degree is it feasible to model software development processes in startups?
– RQ3: To what extent can these models be used to quantify the risk of exceeding project budget

or time?
– RQ4: What systematic ways exist to understand when to pivot or persevere [148], and what

might be the cost of a wrong or untimely decision?
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Following our previous experiences in software process modelling and simulation, to gain a better
understanding is necessary to identify and analyse significant activities, not limited to the software
development phase, of a software startup (RQ1). This is necessary to be able to identify the critical
aspects of startup development risks that are suitable for simulation. In our previous work we stud-
ied the application of Event-Driven models and/or System Dynamics to the software development
processes. From this work we know that it is possible analyse project variations in time and budget
with a Monte Carlo approach, by performing several simulations of the same project, varying the
unknown parameters according to given distributions, and calculating the resulting distributions
of cost and time of the simulated projects. Such analysis allows one to compute the Value At Risk
(VAR) of these quantities, at given VAR levels. While Cocco et al. [30] and Concas et al. [34] pro-
vide exemplar studies of the application of these techniques in mature (agile) software development
contexts, the question is whether such an approach is suitable and beneficial for software startups,
and under what conditions (RQ2). By simulating the evolution of a startup as a process, we might
be able to make predictions on its future development. Such predictions, or a result that can be
rapidly be drawn from simulations, might be crucial for startups to understand which decisions
are less costly and/or risky (RQ3). This is particularly true for decisions related to fields such as
market strategies, team management, financial issues or product development (RQ4).

3.1.6. Startup support tools

Support tools can help software startups get their business off the ground with less pain and more
guidance. These tools generally embed crucial knowledge regarding startup processes and activities.
A plethora of tools (mostly software tools) exist for meeting the different needs of entrepreneurs
and supporting various startup activities. For example, the web-page6 by Steve Blank, a renowned
entrepreneurship educator, author, and researcher from Stanford University, contains a list of more
than 1000 tools. Well-designed portals such as Startupstash.com ease access to these supporting
tools.

However, due to the lack of time, resources, and/or necessary knowledge, entrepreneurs cannot
easily find the tools that best suit their needs, or cannot effectively utilize these tools to their
potential. Existing studies provide limited insights on how entrepreneurial teams could find, use
and benefit from support tools. Hence, the overarching questions in this research track are:
– RQ1: What are the needs of software startups that can be supported by software tools?
– RQ2: What are the tools that support different startup activities?
– RQ3: How can support tools be evaluated with respect to their efficiency, effectiveness, and

return-on-investment?
– RQ4: How can support tools be effectively recommended to entrepreneurs and used by them?

RQ1 and RQ2 are targeted at identifying a match between the needs of software startups and
the available tool support. To enable robust recommendations, both the individual startups and
the software tools need to be objectively characterized allowing for their evaluation w.r.t. certain
quality criteria (RQ3). There are potential synergies with the research track looking at the context
characterization of software startups (Section 3.1.1). Answers to these research questions can be
also valuable input for software tool vendors to develop the right tools that are needed by startups.
In addition, the findings can be useful for future studies that develop proof-of-concept prototypes
to support startup activities.

To investigate the proposed questions, various research methods can be applied, including sur-
vey of software startups regarding their needs and usage of support tools, in-depth case study of

6 http://steveblank.com/tools-and-blogs-for-entrepreneurs/
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adoption and use of support tools, and design science approach to develop recommender systems
of support tools (RQ4).

Research on tooling aspects in the software startup context is scarce. Edison et al. [51] argue
that, despite the fact that different startup supporting tools have been developed and published
over the Internet, new entrepreneurs might not have sufficient knowledge of what tools they need
when compared to experienced entrepreneurs. In addition, not all tools will help entrepreneurs in
certain tasks or situations. Entrepreneurs’ experiences using the tools can serve as the basis for
evaluating and recommending appropriate tools. Besides suggesting a new categorization of existing
startup support tools, Edison et al. [51] propose a new design of a tool portal that will incorporate
new ways to recommend tools to entrepreneurs, especially to those who engage for the first time in
a software startup endeavour.

3.1.7. Supporting software testing

Testing software is costly and often compromised in startups [189], as it is challenging for startups
to fulfil customer needs on time, while simultaneously delivering a high quality product. In many
software startups there is a common slogan that says “done is better than perfect”, which indicates
a general tendency toward a lack of testing and quality assurance activities [98]. However, it is
sometimes also observed that startups do not know how and what to test; they lack expertise to
test requirements as they do not have knowledge about their customers and users [98]. Therefore
considering testing in software startups poses the following research questions:
– RQ1: To what extent does software testing in startup companies differ from traditional compa-

nies?
– RQ2: To what extent does testing evolve over time in software startup companies?
– RQ3: What is an optimal balance between cost/time spent on testing and development activi-

ties?
– RQ4: How can a software startup leverage customers/users for testing?

Answering RQ1 would provide insights on the aspects that differentiate the software testing process
in startups from mature companies. For example, integration testing is likely very important for
startups due to the fast paced product development. At the same time however, startups tend
to work with cutting edge technologies, requiring a robust and flexible test integration platform.
Connected to this is the question whether testing needs change over time, while the software
startup matures. Answers to RQ2 and RQ3 would be particularly valuable for practitioners who
could then better allocate resources. Users of software could be used for different testing purposes.
On one hand, users provide valuable feedback in testing assumptions on customers needs. On the
other hand, early adopters that are more robust towards deficiencies can help to improve product
quality before targeting a larger market. Answers to RQ4 would provide strategies to harvest these
resources.

In order to answer these research questions, various empirical research methods could be utilized.
The studies would be devised in a way that “contrasting results but for anticipatable reasons” could
be expected [188], i.e. different software startup companies would be taken into account to acquire
a broad view of testing in software startups.

To the best of our knowledge, software testing in software startups has been scarcely researched.
Paternoster et al. [142] highlighted the quality assurance activities in software startups in their
mapping study. They found that it is important to provide software startups effective and effi-
cient testing strategies to develop, execute, and maintain tests. In addition, they highlighted the
importance of more research to develop practical, commercial testing solutions for startups.
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3.1.8. User experience

User experience (UX) is described as “a person’s perceptions and responses that result from the use
or anticipated use of a product, system or service” [87]. Good UX can be seen as providing value
to users, as well as creating a competitive advantage. UX is important for software startups from
their earliest stages. Firstly, human-centred design methods such as user research and user testing
can help startups better understand how they can provide value to users and customers, as well as
what features and qualities need testing for users to be satisfied with their product. Combined with
business strategy, this human-centred approach helps startups move towards successful, sustainable
business creation. Secondly, providing an initially strong UX in the first product versions can create
positive word of mouth [64], as well as keep users interested in the product for a longer time [84].
Genuine interest from users for the product idea while the product is still a prototype helps gain
meaningful feedback [84]. Compared to more established businesses, software startups may pivot
resulting in new target markets and user groups. This means efforts put into designing UX need
to be faster and less resource consuming. Furthermore, failing to deliver satisfying UX can be fatal
to small startups that can not cover the costs of redesigning. The overarching questions in this
research track are:
– RQ1: What useful methods and practices exist for creating UX in startups?
– RQ2: What is UX’s role during different phases of a startup’s life-cycle?
– RQ3: To what extent are UX and business models connected in customer value creation?

An answer to RQ1 can provide software startups methods for developing strong UX in the first
product versions which can keep users interested in the product for a longer time [84]. Genuine
interest from users for the product idea while the product is still a prototype helps to gain mean-
ingful feedback [84]. For business creation, understanding the value of UX for startups (RQ2) helps
assigning enough resources for creation of UX while not wasting resources where there is no value
to be gained (RQ3).

Research on startups and UX has been very limited. Some case studies report UX’s role in
building successful startups [126, 162]. Practices and methods for UX work in startups have been
reported in [84, 81, 83]. A framework for creating strong early UX was presented by Hokkanen
et al. [82]. These provide some results on feasible and beneficial UX development in startups, but
more generalizable results are needed.

3.2. Startup Evolution Models and Patterns

The research tracks in this cluster share the theme of studying, identifying, and differentiating the
transformation of startups in different stages. This also includes studies about different business
and technical decision-making practices.

3.2.1. Pivots in software startups

It is very difficult for software startups to understand from start what are the real problems to solve
and what are the right software solutions and suitable business models. This is evidenced by the
fact that many successful software startups are different from what they started with. For example,
Flickr, a popular online photo sharing web application, originally was a multiplayer online role
playing game [133]. Twitter, a famous microblogging application, was born from a failed attempt
to offer personal podcast service [133].

Due to their dynamic nature, software startups must constantly make crucial decisions on
whether to change directions or stay on the chosen course. These decisions are known as pivot or
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persevere in the terms of Lean Startup [148]. A pivot is a strategic decision used to test fundamental
hypothesis about a product, market, or the engine of growth [148]. Software startups develop
technology intensive products in nature. Due to this, these are more prone to the rapidly changing
technology causing pivots. Similarly, certain types of pivots are more relevant to software startups
e.g. zoom in pivot: a pivot where one feature of a product become the whole product as in the
case of Flickr. Pivot is closely linked to validated learning, another key concept from Lean Startup.
The process to test a business hypothesis and measure it to validate its effect is called validated
learning [148], whereas pivot is often the outcome of validated learning. A recent study [70] reveals
that startups often neglect the validated learning process, and neglect pivoting when they need
to, which leads to failure. This shows the importance of pivoting for a startup to survive, grow,
and eventually attain a sustainable business model. In order to better understand and explore the
pivoting process in the software startup context, the following fundamental research questions can
be formed:

– RQ1: To what extent is pivoting crucial for software startups?
– RQ2: How do software startups pivot during the entrepreneurial/startup process?
– RQ3: What are the existing process/strategies/methods to make a pivoting decision in a startup

context?
– RQ4: How do pivots occur during different product development and customer development life

cycles?

Answering RQ1-RQ2 is necessary to understand pivoting in the context of software startups, build-
ing a fundamental framework on reasons for pivoting and their types. RQ3-RQ4, on the other hand,
are targeted at understanding pivoting decisions and mechanisms. The overall contribution of an-
swering the stated research questions has implications for both researchers and practitioners. The
answers would provide an empirically validated conceptual and theoretical basis for the researchers
to conduct further studies regarding the pivot phenomenon. For the practitioners, it would help
them to make informed decision regarding when and how to pivot in order to increase the chances
of success.

Due to the nascent nature of software startup research area, exploratory cases studies is a
suitable approach to answer the research questions. Followed by the case studies, quantitative
surveys can also be conducted to further generalize the results regarding pivoting in software
startups.

Recently, there were some studies conducted on pivots in software startups. A study by Van
der Van and Bosch [175] compares pivoting decisions with software architecture decisions. Another
study by Terho et al. [164] describes how different types of pivots may change business hypothesis
on lean canvass model. However, these studies lack the sufficient detail to understand different
types of pivots and the factors triggering pivots. A study by Bajwa et al. [152], presents an initial
understanding of different types of pivots occurred at different software development stages, however
it lacks the deeper understanding of the pivoting decision that can only be achieved by a longitudinal
study.

3.2.2. Determination of Software Startup Survival Capability through Business Plans

Software startups are highly specialized from a technological point of view. Focusing on the eco-
nomic exploitation of technological innovations [121], they belong to the group of new technology-based
firms. Literature suggests that one of their major challenges is the transformation of technologi-
cal know-how into marketable products [65, 18]. New technology-based firms often struggle with
unlocking the product-market fit [125] and commercializing their technological products [65]. Ap-
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plying a resource-based view does thus not suffice for explaining survival and growth of software
startups [107, 115]: a crucial success factor is the ability of new technology-based firms to understand
and interact with the market environment to position their products accordingly [71, 28].

Particularly in early lifecycle stages, new technology-based firms need to build network relations
with the market. Network theory literature suggests that with increasing network maturity, the
chances for survival and growth increase [135, 151, 183]. The ability to transform resources in
response to triggers resulting from market interactions can be described as a dynamic capability [54,
163, 134, 117] which helps software startups commercialize their products. This transformation
process captures the evolution of new technology-based firms in their early-stages. Current research
is based on the construct of “venture emergence”, which provides a perspective on the evolutionary
change process of new technology-based firms [71, 21]. Venture emergence reflects the interaction
process with agents and their environments [96]. Business plans of new technology-based firms
are used as the artefact for measuring the status of venture emergence. They contain descriptions
of transaction relations [85, 102, 95] new technology-based firms build in four market dimensions:
customer, partner, investor, and human resources [110]. This research track intends to answer a
number of research questions:
– RQ1: How reliably can annotated transaction relations from business plan texts determine the

venture emergence status of technology-based startups?
– RQ2: To what extent are the number and strength (”level”) of identified transaction relation-

ships useful as an indicator of survival capability?
– RQ3: How can patterns of transaction relations be used as an indicator for evaluating strengths

and weaknesses of new technology-based firms, and thus be used to more effectively direct
support measures?

While it is possible to measure the venture emergence status even in a software startup’s very early
stages, the predictive strength of transaction relations needs to be evaluated (RQ1-RQ2). This use
of network theory to operationalize the venture emergence construct is a new approach, which adds
to network theory literature in the context of the survival of new technology-based firms. It further
confirms the business plans of new technology-based firms as a valuable source of information
on startup potential. Finally, the resource-based approach to explain venture survival is enriched
by applying a process-oriented perspective: we analyse resource transformation, rather than only
looking at the initial resource configuration (RQ3). Furthermore, the research can contribute to
the effectiveness of the innovation system by investigating indicators that reveal strengths and
weaknesses of new technology-based firms. These can be used to direct support measures to software
startups more effectively.

To answer the stated research questions, one can use content analysis [46, 56], combining human
and computer-based coding of business plans, to determine the number and strength of transaction
relations [111, 172].

Initial statistical tests that have been performed on a sample of 40 business plans of new
technology-based firms confirm the relationship between the status of venture emergence of new
technology-based firms and venture survival [172]. Earlier work led to the development of the
concept for analysing early-stage startup networks and the relevance for survival [110]. Based on
this concept, a coding method for transaction relations in business plans has been developed and
validated with 120 business plans [111].
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3.3. Cooperative and Human Aspects in Software Startups

The research tracks in this cluster address challenges and practices related to how people cooperate
and work is software startups.

3.3.1. Competencies and competency needs in software startups

Software startups set different competency requirements on their personnel than more established
companies. The biggest differences occur in two phases of the evolution of startups which have an
impact on the nature of software development and competence needs: (1) in the early stages of rapid
software development when there is a lack of resources and immature competencies in many key
areas, and (2) when the rapid business growth of successful startups requires management of a fast
growing personnel and amount of software with limited management resources and competencies. In
the early phases strong competition requires the software startup to innovate and react quickly [142],
and deployment of systematic software engineering processes is many times replaced by light-weight
ad-hoc processes and methods [105, 142]. The nature of software makes it possible for successful
startups to scale fast [142]. Rapid software-driven growth requires fast scaling of the software
production, distribution, and maintenance. The required competences also quickly evolve when
software development moves from rapid greenfield prototyping to professional software development
and management. Mastering this demanding situation often requires a broad prior skill basis from
the startup team, including an ability to adjust to changes, and learn quickly.

Research on specific skills and competency needs in software startups broadens not only the
knowledge on software startups themselves, but also broadens the knowledge on software engi-
neering conducted under the challenging circumstances of startups. Focusing the research on the
early stages and on the growth period of the software startups, when the challenges of the soft-
ware startups are the greatest [67, 70], brings the most valuable knowledge to both academia and
practitioners. Competency research also brings human factors into focus [124, 88], and reinforces
the results of existing software startup research towards a more comprehensive modelling and un-
derstanding. The research questions for studies on competencies and competency needs in software
startups include:
– RQ1: Software startup challenges and competency needs — what software development knowl-

edge and skills are needed to overcome the challenges?
– RQ2: What are the competency needs specific for software startups compared to the more

established software companies?
– RQ3: How do the competency needs change over the evolution of software startups?
– RQ4: How do the competency needs map onto the roles and responsibilities of the startup teams

in software startups?
– RQ5: How can the growth of software startups be managed in terms of competency needs for

software development practices, processes and recruitment?

Research on software startups, including research on competency needs, provides the research and
development of software engineering with new knowledge and viewpoints on how to direct the work
in order to best address the specific challenges of the software startups (RQ1). In particular, differ-
ences to mature software companies are interesting to study (RQ2) considering software startups
evolve, if they survive, to established companies. Knowing how competency needs change might
turn out as one key factor for this transition (RQ3). Theoretical models describing the evolution
paths of software startups have been created [148, 16], but competency needs and how they map
to roles and responsibilities have been to a large degree ignored (RQ4). Similarly, while software
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development work [142] and software engineering practices [105] have also been studied, it is unclear
how competency needs can be managed in growing software startups (RQ5).

3.3.2. Teamwork in software startups

The importance of human aspects in software development is increasingly recognized by software
engineering researchers and practitioners. Teamwork effectiveness is crucial for the successes of any
product development project [45]. A common definition of a team is ”a small number of people
with complementary skills who are committed to a common purpose, set of performance goals, and
approach for which they hold themselves mutually accountable” [97]. A startup team is special in
the wide range of variety, including both technicians and entrepreneurs.

While an innovative idea is important for the formation of a startup, startup success or failure
ultimately rests on the ability of the team to execute. Entrepreneurship research showed that over
80 percent of startups that survive longer than two years were founded by a group of two or more
individuals [140]. The dynamic and intertwined startups activities require the close collaboration
not only among startup team members, but also with external stakeholders, such as mentors and
investors. Given the diversity in mindsets and skill sets among founders, it is essential that they
can work well together along with the startup life-cycle. The movement with recent methodology in
Lean startup introduces an opportunity to look at startup teams from various angles, i.e. pivoting,
startup culture, team formation, and decision-making. The overarching questions in this research
track are:

– RQ1: Is there a common cultural / organizational / team characteristic among successful soft-
ware startups?

– RQ2: How can a software startup team effectively communicate with other stakeholders, i.e.
mentors and investors?

– RQ3: How can a software startup manage team internal relationships?
– RQ4: What are the common patterns of competence growth among software startup teams?

Understanding software startup team behaviour to internal and external environments and relating
them to startup success measures would help to identify characteristics and teamwork patterns of
successful startups. Answering RQ1 would provide practitioners some guidance on how to form
startup teams while answers to RQ2-RQ3 would provide an understanding how internal end ex-
ternal team dynamics work and can improved. An answer to RQ4 would also support the work in
Section 3.3.1, looking however specifically at competence growth patterns that could be valuable for
practitioners when deciding on what to focus on in competence development. Empirical studies, i.e.
case studies, surveys and action research are all suitable to investigate the stated research questions.
Among them, comparative case studies would be the first option to discover the difference in startup
teamwork patterns.

There exists a large body of literature in business management, entrepreneurship, and small ven-
tures about entrepreneurial teams’ characteristics and their relationship to startup outcomes [140,
94, 62]. In Software Engineering, few empirical studies identified team factors in the failure of
software startups. Giardino et al. found that building entrepreneurial teams is one of the key chal-
lenges for early-stage software startups from idea conceptualization to the first launch [67]. Crowne
et al. described issues with founder teamwork, team commitment and skill shortages [39]. Ensley
et al. investigated the relative influence of vertical versus shared leadership within new venture top
management teams on the performance of startups [57]. Other team dimensions are explored in
the business and engineering management domain in specific geographies. E.g., Oechslein analysed
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influencing variables on the relational capital dimension trust within IT startup companies in
China [140]. How generalizable these influencing variables to other geographies is yet to be seen.

3.4. Applying Startup Concepts in Non-Startup Contexts

One of the Lean Startup principles claims that entrepreneurs are everywhere, and that entrepreneurial
spirits and approaches may be applied in any size company, in any sector or industry [148]. On the
other hand, established organizations face the challenge of innovation dilemma and inertia caused by
the organization’s stability and the maturity of markets [36]. Therefore, applying startup concepts
in non-startup contexts seems an promising avenue for established organizations to improve their
innovation potential.

3.4.1. Internal software startups in large software companies

The internal software startup concept has been promoted as a way to nurture product innovation
in large companies. An internal software startup operates within the corporation and takes respon-
sibility for everything from finding a business idea to developing a new product and introducing
it to market [6]. Internal software startups can help established companies master the challenge
of improving existing businesses, while simultaneously exploring new future business that some-
times can be very different from existing ones [78]. Usually, this involves a conflict of interest in
terms of learning modes [89] or risk propensity [132], which can be prevented by establishing dual
structures within the organization for implementing internal software startups [112]. Compared to
the traditional R&D activities of larger companies, an internal software startup develops products
or services faster [142] and with higher market orientation [114]. This helps established companies
maintain their competitiveness in volatile markets [141].

Besides the fact that the successful implementation of internal software startups faces various
barriers, such as cultural conflicts [66] or the fear of cannibalization of existing businesses [52],
internal software startups can also benefit from being part of established companies. Shared re-
sources, such as capital, human resources [24, 32], and the access to the corporates’ internal and
external network [44] are just some benefits.

Earlier research on analysing the results of startups’ value creation cycle has taken place in the
context of the evolution of the enterprise [37]. However, this occurs over too long of a time period
to be useful for guiding software development. Measuring the cycle time of the software engineering
process to the completion of a software feature is also insufficient. The Lean startup approach [148]
has been commonly adopted to new business creation in software intensive ventures. They use the
learning loop to discover the customer value and potential of the new product concept, as well as
to find new means to produce software. Tyrväinen et al. [171] propose that measuring the cycle
time from development to analysis of customer acceptance of the feature enables faster learning of
market needs. In addition, receiving fast feedback from users makes changing the software easier
for the programmers who have not yet forgotten the code. Relevant research questions regarding
internal software startups can be formulated as follows:
– RQ1: How can Lean startup be adopted and adapted for software product innovation in large

software companies?
– RQ2: What are the challenges and enablers of Lean startup in large software companies?
– RQ3: How should internal software startups be managed / lead?
– RQ4: What metrics can be used to evaluate software product innovation in internal startups?
– RQ5: To what extent do internal startups have a competitive advantage compared to indepen-

dent startups (through shared resources, etc.)?
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Lean startup approach gains more interest from scholars and academics as a new way to foster
innovation since it helps to avoid building products that nobody wants [55]. Some evidence shows
that mature software companies and startups differ in applying Lean startup approach [93]; e.g.
mature firms start the cycle by collecting data from existing users and then generating a hypothesis
based on that data, whereas software startups generate ideas and collect data from new users to
validate the ideas. However, it seems that, to a large extent, the approach can be used both
in startups and established enterprises. By answering RQ1-RQ3 we aim at defining structured
guidelines on how to introduce Lean startup in large software companies, supporting practitioners,
while answering RQ4-RQ5 would provide a motivation for this approach, allowing to compare
effectiveness on a quantitative level.

Due to the complex nature of the research phenomenon and the intention to achieve an in-depth
understanding of it, we consider multiple case studies [188] as a suitable research approach. The
case organizations can be selected based on the following criteria: (1) the organization develops
software in-house, (2) a dedicated team is responsible from ideation to commercialization of a new
software, and (3) the software falls out of the current main product line. The unit of analysis in
this study would be a development team.

Very few studies have investigated how the Lean startup [148] can leverage internal startups
in large software companies to improve their competency and capabilities of product innovation.
Initial steps have been taken and some of the results have been published to fill this observed gap
(e.g. [52, 49]). Marijarvi et al. [123] report on Finnish large companies’ experience in developing
new software through internal startups. They also discuss the lifecycle phases of innovation work
in large companies. The authors argue that different types of internal organization may take place
in each stage of new product development. For example, problem/solution fit can be done in an
internal startup or company subsidiary.

3.4.2. Lean Startup for project portfolio management and open innovation

Building on the challenges proposed in Section 3.4.1, we propose that Lean startup could also
be applied within both (i) project portfolio management (PPM), to co-ordinate multiple startup
initiatives within an organization, and (ii) open innovation, wherein internal startups involve mul-
tiple organizations, individuals, or even unknown participants. Both PPM and open innovation
and their main challenges are briefly introduced below, followed by research questions that require
investigation before Lean startup principles can be successfully applied in these new contexts.

Software engineering PPM describes the ongoing identification, selection, prioritization, and
management of the complete set of an organization’s software engineering projects, which share
common resources in order to maximize returns to the organization and achieve strategic business
objectives [127, 35, 13, 170]. Open innovation is defined as the use of “purposive inflows and
outflows of knowledge to accelerate internal innovation and to expand the markets for external use
of innovation, respectively” [26]. Popular examples of open innovation include open source software
development, crowd-sourcing, and inner source.

Effective PPM is critical to achieving business value [75, 147], improving cost and time savings,
and eliminating redundancies [99, 113]. Unfortunately, existing portfolio management practices,
which are based on the effective completion of individual projects with only episodic portfolio level
reviews [147], fail to manage either the dynamic nature of contemporary projects, or problems
associated with portfolios comprising too many projects [109, 147]. Indeed, many portfolios report
an unwillingness to cancel projects that no longer contribute to the achievement of strategy [147].

Open innovation (OI) presents numerous advantages for organizations, such as access to a req-
uisite variety of experts, a prospective reduction in overall R&D spending, reduced time-to-market,
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improved software development processes, and the integration of the firm into new and collabo-
rative value networks [26, 4, 176]. Nonetheless, adopting open innovation processes can be signif-
icantly challenging. For example, adopters often lack internal commitment, in addition to chal-
lenges associated with aligning innovation strategies to extend beyond the boundaries of the firm.
Moreover, there are concerns regarding intellectual property and managing unknown contribu-
tors/contributions, as well as managing the higher costs and risks associated with managing both
internal and external innovations [174, 180, 25]. The role of Lean startup principles in addressing
these challenges in both PPM and OI is worthy of further research:

– RQ1: How can Lean start-up be implemented within a portfolio management or open innovation
context?

– RQ2: How can Lean startup initiatives drive or accelerate open innovation?
– RQ3: What Lean startup concepts could be adapted to facilitate open innovation processes in

an organization?
– RQ4: How can one ensure Lean startup initiatives conducted across multiple projects or orga-

nizations align with strategy?
– RQ5: How do you reconcile potential conflicts between portfolio / open innovation processes

and Lean startup processes?
– RQ6: How do you achieve consensus in defining the minimum viable product (MVP) in networks

comprised of multiple autonomous (and sometime anonymous) agents?

The successful application of Lean startup principles (RQ1-RQ3) has the potential to reduce the
costs arising from the poor implementation of PPM and OI practices and increase the value achieved
from these initiatives. However, because such approaches are often practice led, it is necessary for
academic research to develop effective theory to underpin practice and provide empirical data to
support, or refute claims of effectiveness (RQ4-RQ6). Rich human interactions are at the heart of
software engineering PPM and open innovation. Accordingly, phenomena in these domains can be
examined using interpretive, qualitative methods such as semi-structured interviews, case studies
and ethnography.

While the principles of lean have been applied to PPM (e.g. [86, 42], there is little research
looking at the application of Lean startup principles to PPM. Similarly, while there is interest in
the application of Lean startup principles in open innovation contexts, to date, such applications
have predominantly been driven by practice.

3.5. Software Startup Ecosystems and Innovation Hubs

Successful software startups do not live in isolation. Normally, they are inserted in a rich envi-
ronment that includes a number of relevant players, such as entrepreneurs, developers, investors,
scientists, as well as business and intellectual property consultants. To support these players, a
number of support programs from the private and public sectors are required to provide funding,
incubation, acceleration, training, networking, and consulting. All these elements combine into what
scholars and practitioners have called Startup Ecosystems [108]. In our software startups research
agenda, we focus on Software Startup Ecosystems (SSE) and the elements that are relevant for
startups that have software as a key part of their products or services.

By studying how SSEs are created, their main characteristics, and how they can evolve, one can
better understand the environments that favour, or not, the birth and development of successful
software startups. Research in this field can provide, to the relevant stakeholders, the concrete
actions (e.g., public policies, private activities) that will establish a fruitful and vibrant environment
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for the execution of high-growth innovative projects within nascent software companies. The main
research questions that need to be answered are the following:
– RQ1: What are the key elements of a fruitful SSE?
– RQ2: Are there different types of SSEs, e.g. differentiated by size, technology sectors, country

economy or other factors?
– RQ3: How do SSEs evolve over time?
– RQ4: How can one measure the output and qualities of an SSE?

By answering RQ1, researchers will provide a better understanding of the way how SSEs and
innovation hubs work, instrumenting key stakeholders in taking actions to improve their ecosystems.
By identifying what factors promote or hinder the development of successful startups within a
certain SSE, policy makers will get support in decision making (RQ2). Entrepreneurs will also be
able to better understand what are the environmental factors and forces that can help or hinder
the success of their enterprises.

Researchers from Brazil, Israel, and the USA have developed a methodology to map a specific
software startup ecosystem; this methodology has been applied to Israel [108], São Paulo [61] and
New York [41]. Currently, with the help of dozens of experts worldwide, they are developing a
maturity model for SSEs [108, 40], addressing RQ3 and RQ4. This maturity model needs further
research and validation before it can be applied in real scenarios to help practitioners and policy
makers.

The Global Startup Ecosystem Ranking [77] is crafted by a group of experts that have been
proposing metrics to evaluate regional ecosystems around the world and compare them according to
multiple criteria. Frenkel and Maital [63] have developed a methodology to map national innovation
ecosystems and use this map to propose policies to promote improvement. Jayshree has studied the
influence of environmental factors on entrepreneurial success [90]. Finally, Sternberg [160] researched
the role of regional government support programs and the regional environment as success factors
for startups.

3.6. Theory and Methodologies for Software Startup Research

The tracks in this cluster direct their research towards identifying means to better study and
understand software startups.

3.6.1. Overview of the possible theoretical lenses for studying software startups

Theories are important in any scientific field, as they form the foundation to understand a contem-
porary phenomenon better. Theories provide answers to the “why” questions, and are therefore
useful for explaining why certain events occur while others do not. Software startup research does
not operate in a vacuum, but rather can borrow theories from both the software engineering and
information systems fields, business and management literature, as well as from the fields of orga-
nizational and social sciences.

We have identified a few potential theories that can be meaningfully applied in the context of
software startup companies. The proposed theories are the hunter-gatherer model [159], Cynefin
model [155], Effectuation theory [150] and Boundary Spanning theory [182]. These theories are
briefly outlined in this section.

Although 90% of human history was occupied by hunters and gatherers, who forged for wild
plants and killed wild animal to survive, only recently was the hunter-gatherer model re-discovered
by Steinert and Leifer [159] to explain how designers pursue their endeavours in search of the
best design outcome. The model shows the changes in the design process, as well as subsequently
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in the design outcome. The model portrays a distinction between a hunter who aims to find an
innovative idea, and a gatherer who aims to implement the idea. Both are needed to achieve concrete
results. While hunting the idea through ambiguous spaces has a change-driven, analytical, and
qualitative nature; gathering the idea across predetermined paths has a plan-oriented, manageable,
and quantitative nature. The model has recently been applied in software startup research to explain
startups’ evolutionary paths [138].

Complexity theory has been used as a frame of reference, by analysing its implications on
software design and development (e.g. Pelrine [143], Rikkilä et al. [149]). Software projects can be
characterized as endeavours wherein a dynamic network of customers, software designers, develop-
ers, 3rd party partners, and external stakeholders interact and can be seen as a Complex Adaptive
System (CAS). To reason about decision-making in different situations, Snowden et al. [155] pro-
posed a sense-making framework for such systems. The model has five sub-domains and divides
the world in two parts - ordered and unordered main domains. The ordered domain is the one
in which cause-effect (CE) relationships are known (the Known domain), or at least knowable
after analysis (the Complicate domain). In contrast, the unordered domain includes a complexity
situation, wherein the CE relationship can only be perceived in retrospect, but not in advance (the
Complex domain), and a chaotic situation, wherein behaviours are completely random, lacking any
expected consequence when acted upon. Depending on the problem domain, suitable approaches
include categorizing, analysing, probing or acting [155]. The Cynefin model provides a framework
that can be used to analyse the decisions made by software startuppers in developing their products.
Often they find themselves in the unordered domain, attempting to make sense out of the current
situation and navigate to the ordered domain.

Effectuation theory is a simple model, rooted in entrepreneurship, of decision-making under
uncertainty. The effectual thinking is in the opposite of causal reasoning which starts from de-
sired ends to necessary means (top-down). Experienced entrepreneurs reason from means to ends
(bottom-up), trying to work out meanings and goals based on the resources they have at hand.
The theory is embodied by five principles: the bird-in-hand principle, the affordable loss principle,
the crazy quilt principle, the lemonade principle, and the pilot-in-the-plane principle [150]. The
effectuation theory can help to make better sense of entrepreneurs’ decision-making process in the
evolution of software startups, such as problem validation, value proposition definition, design of
MVPs, and pivoting processes. Good practices could be discovered using the effectuation theory as
a theoretical lens.

Startups operate in a dynamic environment and face expectations and influences from many
directions. In order to survive, they need to effectively collaborate within their team, but also outside
it. Boundary spanning is a concept that deals with the structures of organizations that are transi-
tioning from a rigid hierarchical structure towards a network-based expert organization, which gives
rise to informal boundaries rather than structural ones [182]. Boundary spanners are those people
and entities who bridge these boundaries and opportunities. In the software engineering context,
boundary spanning has been studied in the context of global software development [92]. Startuppers
can be seen as boundary spanners when they need to bridge between various stakeholders. While
boundaries are always unavoidable, but also necessary and useful, knowledge is required on how
they can be crossed, rearranged, or even dissolved when considered harmful [178]. Startuppers
should see boundaries as tools that facilitate and support making sense out of the environment.
Boundary spanning helps in discovering how to overcome the challenges of distributed global work,
where motivations, work styles, and knowledge domains vary across boundaries. Startuppers can
become knowledge brokers, transferring and sharing their knowledge.

There are other theoretical lenses that can be used to study software startups. Startups deal
with innovative services and products, often for new or emerging markets. Birkinshaw et al. [8]
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analyse the innovation theories presented and propose a framework for management innovation
process. This could be applied to the startup innovation process context to explore how product
development moves from problem-driven search through trial and error to a finished prototype. The
analysis can be complemented with Van de Ven and Poole’s [177] four views into organizational
changes, in which they present alternate processes for organizations to transform.

Theorizing software startups is important, since there is a current lack of understanding of the
dynamics in startups. Theoretical advancements need to be achieved so that researchers can make
better sense out the diverse contexts, situations, and places where startuppers strive for success.

3.6.2. Defining the Lean Startup concept and evaluating practice

Many positive drivers underpin the Lean Startup movement. The literature is abound with claims
of reduced risk [55, 148], the benefits of evidenced-based trials [11, 148], and shorter time-to-
market [148]. We certainly know that these benefits are needed, given the challenges experienced
by early stage software startups [70, 67] and the percentage that fail [148]. Indeed, many software
start-ups fail [129, 39] because they waste too much time and money building the wrong product
before realising too late what the right product should have been [139, 16]. These challenges coupled
with high uncertainty make the Lean Startup Methodology attractive to software startups as it
supposedly offers an integrated approach to creating products and services that fit the market [74].
This research builds on previous research conducted by Dennehy, Kasraian, O’Raghallaigh, and
Conboy [43], which identified a significant absence of frameworks that assisted startups to efficiently
and effectively progress their Minimum Viable Products (MVP) to a Product Market Fit (PMV).
The theoretical advancement of the lean concept in contemporary software engineering and software
development literature has been arrested, mainly because the academic research community has
followed “fads and fancies” which characterize academic research. The implications for the arrested
theoretical development of lean concept, listed next, are the motivation for this research.

As is often the case with new and emerging phenomena, Lean Startup practice has led research,
with the creation, promotion, and dissemination of these methods almost completely due to the
efforts of practitioners and consultants. Now, Lean Startup research is beginning to gain momentum,
as is evident from the increasing number of dedicated journal special issues, conferences, conference
tracks, and workshops. While there are merits to adopting such a practice-oriented focus, little if
any research effort has focused on the conceptual development of Lean Startup and its underlying
components. As practice has lead research, the definition of Lean Startup has emerged through how
it is used in practice. As a result, Lean Startup adoption is often defined by how the practices are
adhered to, rather than the value gleaned from their use, adaptation, or, in some cases, abandon-
ment. We see this in many other methods such as in agile, where many define “being agile” as how
many Scrum or XP practices are used, rather than the value obtained by their use [33]. As a result,
the current body of software startup knowledge suffers from a number of limitations, including:

(1) Lack of clarity: While there is broad agreement in principle regarding what constitutes key
concepts such as MVP, assumptions regarding the specific definitions, interpretations, use, and
evaluations are often unclear in many existing Lean Startup studies. This makes critical appraisal,
evidence-based evaluation, and comparison across studies extremely difficult.

(2) Lack of cohesion and cumulative tradition: A good concept or theory should cumulatively
build on existing research. Very little academic research has examined Lean Startup using concepts
that have more mature and substantive bodies of research with theories, frameworks and other lenses
that have been thoroughly tested over time. The lean concept has been applied in manufacturing
since WW1, and yet in Lean Startup research we see very myopic and limited use of the broad
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lean frameworks available. Other concepts that influence Lean Startup include agility, flow, and
innovation.

(3) Limited applicability: Adherence-based measures of Lean Startup inhibit the ability to apply
Lean Startup in domains other than that originally intended. Research now attempts to apply Lean
Startup in other environments, such as large organizations and regulated environments, and so this
will become a more prevalent issue as this trend continues. Therefore, questions relevant for this
research track include:
– RQ1: What are the core concepts that underpin Lean Startup?
– RQ2: What are the components of a higher abstract Lean Startup that allows the concept to

be applied and evaluated in a value-based manner?
– RQ3: What theories, frameworks, metrics, and other instruments from these existing related

bodies of knowledge can be applied to Lean Startup?
– RQ4: How can these be effectively applied to improve the use of Lean Startup in practice, and

the study and improvement of Lean Startup in research?
– RQ5: How can Lean Startup then be tailored to suit environments it was not originally designed

to support, e.g. large organizations, regulated environments, or peer production?
– RQ6: Does Lean Startup enable or inhibit fundamental leaps in business and software business

ideas? For example, does MVP place an invisible ceiling, wherein once you reach MVP you
subconsciously stop looking for the truly significant innovation?

As there is reciprocal relationship between practice and academia, where academic research is
informed by practice and practice is informed by academic research, this research would impact
on research and on practice. By answering RQ4-RQ6, this research track would provide practice
with empirical evidence on the utility of lean practices in diverse environments, while also posi-
tioning the lean method at the core of academic research (RQ1-RQ3). As case study research is an
empirical inquiry that “investigates a contemporary phenomenon in depth and within its real-life
context” [188], it would be highly suited to addressing the theoretical limitations of lean and for
answering the questions listed above. Specifically, the use of a multiple-case design would allow a
cross-case pattern to develop more sophisticated descriptions and powerful explanations [128] of
the lean concept.

The challenges of new product development are not confined to software startups. Therefore,
software engineering teams working in distributed or regulated environments such as financial
services and within multinational companies would provide rich insights to the advancement of the
lean concept.

3.6.3. Research collaboration strategies with software startups

Empirical research in the area of software engineering normally requires access to organizations and
artefacts from companies developing software intensive products and services [185]. In the case of
startups, such access is very limited, due to several challenges:
1. startups have limited resources both in terms of person hours and calendar time for anything

but working on their MVP,
2. startups want all investments to yield almost immediate results, thus investments in long-term

potential are not prioritized, and
3. artefacts and actual products are often very sensitive, as the startup is very vulnerable.
These and other reasons limit empirical research, as reflected in both academic knowledge about
startups overall, but also in the superficial nature of what is available. For this reason, any initiative
to seriously collect empirical data as well as conduct research on core challenges facing startups has
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to originate with a strategy that overcomes these obstacles. One possible strategy is to pool resources
and access to startups, in essence sharing empirical data and coordinating research into startup
software engineering. Coordination should be seen as equally central, as it enables researchers to
limit the impact and costs as each study and project part can be focused and small, and several
larger issues can be tackled through coordination. Concrete examples of joint activities include, but
are not limited to:
1. joint surveys at the superficial level (pooling resources to collect many data points),
2. complementary surveys and case studies where each partner does a part only, but the results

can be combined in analysis and synthesis,
3. formulating a complementary research agenda with clear interfaces and joint research questions,

and
4. pooling resources in relation to testing “solutions” emerging from the collaboration.

While this strategy opens the possibility to share the resource requirements among the studied
startups, there are open questions regarding its implementation:
– RQ1: To what extent is data from different startups and startup ecosystems comparable? In

other words, which techniques exist to perform meta-analysis of the gathered heterogeneous
data?

– RQ2: How can we efficiently transfer technology between researchers and startups, and how can
we measure the impact of transferred solutions?
We conjecture that the software startup context model discussed in Section 3.1.1 would be an

enabler for answering RQ1. Confounding variables [173] could then be easier identified, allowing
for sample stratification and robust statistical analyses [103]. In particular, data collected from
different researchers could be aggregated and increase the strength of the conclusions drawn from
the analysis, i.e. enabling meta-analysis [76].

Answering RQ2 would allow us to actually support software startups on a broad basis with
the knowledge gained from the research proposed in this agenda. While different approaches exist
to transfer knowledge from academia to industry [72, 181], they are mostly targeted at mature
companies that have the resources to collaborate with researchers over a longer period of time.
We think that software startup ecosystems, discussed in Section 3.5, can contribute to technology
transfer if researchers are active in these structures and can create a win-win situation where both
startups and researchers benefit.

4. Discussion

In this section we give a brief overview of the research tracks in relation to other work in software
engineering and their potential impact on the field. We conclude this section with a discussion on
the study’s limitations.

Software startup engineering research centers around the core knowledge base in Software En-
gineering [17]. This is illustrated by the research tracks proposed in Section 3.1 that encompass
providing support for startup engineering activities. Noticing what is considered “good” software
engineering practice [17], and the challenges that software startups encounter [67, 106], we see
potential in directing research towards efficient and effective requirements for engineering practices
in startups. Klotins et al. [106] studied 88 experience reports from startups and identified lack of
requirements validation, classification (to enable prioritization), and identification of requirements
sources (to identify a relevant value proposition) as causes for engineering uncertainty, which maps
to the early-stage startup challenges of technology uncertainty and delivering customer value, identi-
fied by Giardino et al. [67]. Unlike large companies, software startups have unique time and resource
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constraints and thus cannot afford to develop features and services that will not be used or valued
by the customers. We believe that lightweight practices to identify, and, most importantly, analyse
requirements for their business value can help software startups in their decision process. Looking
at the research tracks in Section 3.1, several of them touch upon requirements engineering aspects.
Prototypes can be used to communicate with customers to elicit requirements (Section 3.1.4), while
product innovation assessment (Section 3.1.3) is relevant in the context of analysing the customers’
perceived value of the offered solutions. Even optimizing the effort spent in requirements engineering
and quality assurance, for example by using test cases as requirements [9], involving product users
for testing (Section 3.1.7), addresses requirements engineering aspects.

The focus on requirements in software startup engineering research directly relates to the re-
search tracks presented in Section 3.2, startup evolution models and patterns, as the cost of pivoting
could be reduced by earlier and less ad-hoc analysis of requirements and value propositions of the
envisioned products. The patterns emerging from the research on survival capabilities of software
startups, proposed in Section 3.2.2, could provide valuable heuristics leading to a lightweight anal-
ysis of product value propositions. The research on pivoting and survival capabilities is likely to
affect software startup practitioners on a strategic level by providing them managerial decision
support that draws from models rooted in software engineering practice. An example where such a
cross-discipline approach has been very successful is value-based software engineering [15].

The research tracks described in Section 3.3 were grouped under the name “cooperative and
human aspects in software startups”, borrowed from the research area in software engineering that
is interested in studying the impact of cognitive abilities, team composition, workload, informal
communication, expertise identification and other human aspects on software construction [157]. We
conjecture that studying and understanding these aspects better has a large potential as software
startups are driven by motivated individuals rather than a corporate agenda. Lessons from this
research can both benefit startup practitioners, in particular in conjunction with the work on
software startups ecosystems (Section 3.5), and more mature companies, for example by applying
models of competency needs that could emerge from the work presented in Section 3.3.1.

The remaining research tracks described in Sections 3.4 - 3.5 take a step back from what
happens inside a software startup. The research tracks in Section 3.4 propose to apply startup
concepts in non-startup contexts. The idea of extracting a concept from one context and applying
it in another has proven successful in other areas, such as in systematic literature reviews [130, 104]
and open source principles [169, 80, 179]. The premise of internal startups is that the positive traits
of “startups in the wild” can be transferred to a corporate environment, fostering innovation and
faster product development. The overall aim of the research tracks described in Section 3.4 is to
evaluate whether the traits of startups can actually produce thriving environments within mature
companies. In comparison, the research on startup ecosystems and innovation hubs (Section 3.5)
takes a broader and higher level view of software startup phenomenon. Neither independent startups
nor mature companies adopting internal startup initiatives live in isolation. A better understanding
of startup ecosystems and innovation hubs might thereby provide key insights into the factors that
create a fruitful software startup environment.

Finally, the research tracks in Section 3.6 look at aspects relevant for implementing the research
agenda described in this paper. In particular, theories that can be used to better understand the
dynamics in and around software startups are of value when attempting to construct a more holistic
understanding of software startups in their various contexts. For the research on defining the Lean
Startup concept, parallels to and lessons from similar endeavours around research on agile software
development [48] should be taken into consideration. In this paper, we followed a recommendation
by Dyb̊a and Dingsøyr to develop a research agenda on the phenomenon of interest [48]. However,
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in order to implement this research agenda, we need to also answer the questions about how to
enable efficient and effective research collaborations with software startups (Section 3.6.3).

4.1. Limitations

The research agenda presented in this paper was developed “bottom-up”, i.e. the areas of interest
were proposed and described by a sample of software startup researchers without any restriction
on covering certain aspects of the software engineering body of knowledge but guided by their
past, current and future work in the field. Often, these researchers have both a leg in academia
and in the startup community, either as mentors, founders, or simply as part of the development
team. This approach to develop a research agenda is not uncommon (see e.g. [20, 23, 29]), but is
threatened by a potential bias towards the preferences of individual researchers. This is why we
invited a large number of our peers to contribute to the agenda. Even though the research tracks
cover many software engineering aspects and beyond, the agenda is only a sample of the potentially
relevant future research on software startups. This means that potentially interesting and relevant
research topics, such as use of open source software, business model development, legal issues and
intellectual property rights, are not discussed in this paper. However, we expect that the agenda
will grow together with the research community as soon as the work on the proposed research
tracks bears fruits, leading to new research questions.

5. Outlook and Conclusions

Software startups are an interesting and stimulating phenomenon in the modern economy and are
of paramount importance for the societies of today. Despite of high failure rates, communities, cities
and countries are investing on stimulating the creation of software startups. While these startups
may not solve the unemployment problems of many countries they stimulate a new type of positive
dynamism in societies encouraging people to collaborate and develop their personal skills in novel
ways. The emergence of the software startup research area reflects the fact that we need to better
understand this phenomenon to learn valuable lessons and accumulate valid knowledge to benefit
future entrepreneurial initiatives. The research agenda described in this paper is one of the first
attempts to establish the software startup as a nascent, yet fast growing research area, and to
depict its landscape by highlighting the interesting research topics and questions to explore.

It is worth emphasizing again that software engineering is only one of the multiple disciplines
that are relevant and can inform software startup practice. Other disciplines include Economics,
Entrepreneurship, Design, Finance, Sociology, and Psychology. Therefore, there is a need to collab-
orate with researchers from these disciplines in order to increase the potential of achieving relevant
and useful research results that can benefit practice.

Due to the emerging nature of the field, there is still much to be done to establish software
startups as a research area. Relevant concepts need clear definitions, substantive theories need to
be developed, and initial research findings need to be validated by future studies. Software startups
are very diversified in terms of entrepreneurs’ varying approaches to their startup endeavours.
Without the sound foundation mentioned above for this research area, there are risks of asking
irrelevant research questions and not being able to attain rigorous results.

Last but not least, this research agenda is not meant to be exhaustive, and we are aware
that we may exclude some important Software Engineering topics relevant to software startups.
The research agenda is open to additions of new tracks, topics, and research questions by other
researchers interested in the research area. With contributions and commitments from researchers
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from different institutions and backgrounds, collectively we can establish software startup as a
promising and significant research area that attracts more exciting discovery and contribution.
We welcome those interested in joining the Software Startup Research Network in fostering the
collaboration between researchers and taking the research agenda further.
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